DeOndra Dixon Legacy Fund Honors Her Memory
GLOBAL and DeOndra’s family have set up the “DeOndra Dixon Down Syndrome Research Fund” to focus on the often-neglected population of African Americans with Down syndrome.

First Virtual Fashion Show a Huge Success!
GLOBAL’s first ever virtual Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show was a resounding success, raising over $1.9 million with over 2,000 attendees from 41 states and 8 countries.

National Institutes of Health Awards $19.5M to New Research Initiative
Crnic Institute plays a leading role in creating the world’s first NIH Data Coordinating Center for Down Syndrome Research, fueling collaboration and discovery about the biology of Down syndrome and its co-occurring medical conditions.

Check Out Our 2020 Ambassador Walt Snodgrass!
Learn about GLOBAL Ambassador Walt, his family, and their important advocacy and inclusion work for people with Down syndrome.

Exclusive Coverage on ET Canada
Grey’s Anatomy star and Quincy Jones Awardee Caterina Scorsone joins GLOBAL President & CEO to talk parenthood and the importance of the Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show.
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